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Abstract
Recently, replacing or mixing organic molecules in the hybrid halide perovskites with the inorganic Cs or Rb cations has been
reported to increase the material stability with the comparable solar cell performance. In this work, we systematically investigate
the electronic and optical properties of all-inorganic alkali iodide perovskites Rb1 − xCsxPbI3 using the first-principles virtual crystal
approximation calculations. Our calculations show that as increasing the Cs content x, lattice constants, band gaps, exciton binding
energies, and effective masses of charge carriers decrease following the quadratic (linear for effective masses) functions, while
static dielectric constants increase following the quadratic function, indicating an enhancement of solar cell performance upon the
Rb addition to CsPbI3. When including the many-body interaction within the GW approximation and incorporating the spin-orbit
coupling (SOC), we obtain more reliable band gap compared with experiment for CsPbI3, highlighting the importance of using
GW+SOC approach for the all-inorganic as well as organic-inorganic hybrid halide perovskite materials.
Keywords: Perovskite solar cell, Alkali cation, Inorganic halide perovskite, First-principles, Virtual crystal approximation
1. Introduction
Recently, perovskite solar cells (PSCs) have emerged as the
most promising photovoltaic (PV) solar cells, due to a low cost
of raw materials, ease of manufacturing process [1, 2], and
moreover, rapidly evolving power conversion efficiency (PCE)
over 22% [3]. In general, PSCs include the organic-inorganic
halide perovskite as the major component with a chemical for-
mula ABX3, where A is an organic monovalent cation like
methylammonium (MA = CH3NH3) or formamidinium (FA =
HC(NH2)2), B is an inorganic divalent cation (Pb or Sn), and X
is a halogen anion (I, Br, Cl). As a typical example, MAPbI3
possesses lots of good properties for solar absorber [4], such
as appropriate band gaps for light absorption [5], low exciton
binding energy [6], high charge carrier mobilities [7], and toler-
able defect properties [8]. However, its poor material stability,
especially under heat and humidity conditions, imposes restric-
tions on the long-term stability of PSCs, which is the most chal-
lenging obstacle to the large-scale commercial application of
PSCs [9, 10]. In the organic-inorganic hybrid perovskites, the
organic molecules such as MA and FA are particularly sensitive
to moisture and/or oxygen due to their high hygroscopicity, and
thus it is not easy to prevent their decomposition leading to the
degradation of PSCs upon exposure to moisture.
To resolve this issue, replacing the organic cations MA or FA
with inorganic monovalent alkali cations such as caesium and
rubidium has been suggested as a favourable way due to their
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less sensitivity to moisture [11, 12]. Although the Cs+ (1.67 Å)
and Rb+ (1.52 Å) cations have smaller ionic radius than MA+
(1.80 Å) or FA+ (1.90 Å), their Goldschmidt tolerance factors
for APbI3 perovskites, defined as α = (rA + rX)/
√
2(rB + rX)
with the ionic radii r, are 0.81 and 0.78 [13], within the proper
range 0.7 < α < 1 for stable halide perovskites [14, 15, 16].
In fact, all-inorganic caesium lead iodide perovskite CsPbI3
has been reported to significantly increase device stability with
comparable PV performance to the organic-inorganic hybrid
PSCs [17, 18, 19]. Actually, the smaller ionic radius of Cs+
cation, compared with MA+ cation, leads to an octahedral tilt-
ing and accordingly widening of band gap Eg from 1.50 eV
in MAPbI3 [5] to 1.73 eV in CsPbI3 with a cubic phase [20],
which is within the optimum range 1.7 < Eg < 1.8 eV for a top
cell material in tandem with a crystalline Si bottom cell [21]. It
should be noted that other caesium halide perovskites such as
CsPbBr3 and CsPbI3 have much higher band gaps of 2.3 eV and
3.0 eV, respectively [18, 22]. Minding that crystalline CsPbI3
has two phases, i.e., the photoactive black-phase with a cubic
lattice (α-CsPbI3) at high temperature over 310
◦C and photoin-
active yellow-phase with an orthorhombic lattice (δ-CsPbI3)
at lower temperatures [20, 23], however, it is challenging to
form the black-phase at room temperature, except the works of
Snaith’s group [20] and Hoffman et al [17]. It is worth noting
that nanoscale phases, such as quasi 2D nanoplate [24, 25] and
colloidal nanocrystal films [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31], stabilize the
cubic phase.
Alternatively, mixing the organic molecular cations with the
inorganic alkali cations, forming double or triple mixed cations,
has been reported to give rise to substantial enhancements of
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PV performance and phase stability for both single junction and
multi-junction tandem solar cells [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39,
13]. Niu et al. [33] demonstrated that doping a small amount
of Cs (∼9%) into MAPbI3 can stabilize the black perovskite
structure, resulting in better thermal stability and device perfor-
mance such as 18.1% PCE. When replacing 10% of FA with
Cs in FAPbI3, the PCE became as high as 19.0%, which was
attributed to the strengthened interaction between FA and I due
to a contraction of cubo-octahedral volume by Cs doping [34].
Furthermore, Cs−FA−MA triple cation perovskites [37] and
mixed-cation, mixed-halide perovskites (Cs−FA, I−Br) [36]
have been also reported to exhibit better photo- and moisture-
stability and moreover effective reduction of the crystalliza-
tion temperature during the annealing process. On the other
hand, it was established that adding Rb can achieve more sta-
ble perovskite by better tuning the Goldschmidt tolerance fac-
tor [38, 39, 13]. Zhang et al. showed that 5% Rb amount in
Rb−FA−MA triple cation perovskite can provide the best film
quality and the PCE of 20% on a 65 mm2 device [38]. Very
recently, it has been reported that Rb−Cs−MA−FA quadruple
cation perovskites exhibit a band gap of 1.73 eV, negligible hys-
teresis, steady state efficiency as high as 17.4%, and 26.4% in
tandem cell using a 23.9% c-Si cell, close to the current record
for a single junction Si cell of 26.6% [39].
These plenty of experimental findings require to systemat-
ically investigate the electronic structures, optical properties,
and intrinsic material stability of RbPbI3 and CsPbI3 for a bet-
ter insight of materials engineering. To the best of our knowl-
edge, however, computational works on these compounds are
scarce when compared with the extensive studies on MAPbI3
or FAPbI3. Only one paper on the electronic band structures
and dielectric properties of RbPbI3 with both α- and δ-phases
has been published [40], while there exist several works on
CsPbI3 [40, 16, 41, 42] and CsSnX3 [43, 44, 45, 46].
In this work, we perform systematic first-principles calcula-
tions of the all-inorganic iodide perovskites RbPbI3, CsPbI3,
and their solid solutions Rb1 − xCsxPbI3 by using the virtual
crystal approximation (VCA) method within density functional
theory (DFT). Here, we regard that mixing Cs with Rb can sta-
bilize the perovskite black-phase in addition to beneficial ef-
fect on band gap engineering, based on the insight that RbPbI3
does not undergo a phase transformation when elevating tem-
perature [40]. Firstly we check the reliability of exchange-
correlation functional with calculations of lattice constants and
band gaps of α-CsPbI3 and RbPbI3. As increasing the Cs con-
tent x from 0.0 to 1.0, we calculate the lattice constants, elec-
tronic band structures and density of states (DOS), and optical
properties with the inclusion of van derWaals (vdW) dispersion
terms. We performed additional calculations of DOS including
the many-body interactions and spin-orbit coupling (SOC) ef-
fect with the GW+SOC method.
2. Computational Methods
Most of the calculations were carried out by using the pseu-
dopotential plane-wave method as implemented in Quantum
ESPRESSO package [47] (version 6.2). The ultrasoft pseu-
dopotentials were generated by using the Atomic code provided
in the package, where the valence electronic configurations of
atoms are Cs-6s1, Rb-5s1, I-5s25p5, and Pb-6s26p2. As in-
creasing the Cs content x from 0.0 to 1.0 with a step of 0.1,
we also generated pseudopotentials of virtual atoms Rb1 − xCsx
using the VCA method [48], as our previous studies for the hy-
brid mixed halide perovskites confirmed its efficiency and ac-
curacy [49, 50]. The plane-wave cutoff energy of 80 Ry and
k-point mesh of (8×8×8) for structural optimization guaran-
teed a total energy convergence of 1 meV per unit cell. We
obtained the equilibrium lattice constants by calculating the to-
tal energies at different unit cell volumes and then fitting the
obtained E − V data into the Birch-Murnaghan equation of
states [51]. All of the atomic positions were relaxed until the
atomic forces were less than 0.02 eV Å−1. For better calcula-
tions of the electronic and optical properties, we used a denser
k-point mesh of (12×12×12). The crystalline phases were sup-
posed to be α-phase with a Pm3¯m space group [52, 23] as de-
picted in Fig. 1(a), since this phase is responsible for PSC per-
formance and can be stabilized at room temperature [20, 17].
The frequency-dependent dielectric constants, ε(ω) =
ε1(ω) + iε2(ω), were calculated within the density functional
perturbation theory (DFPT) [53] as implemented in the pack-
age. Then, the photoabsorption coefficients were obtained fol-
lowing Eq. 1 [49, 50, 54],
α(ω) =
2ω
c
√ √
ε21(ω) + ε
2
2(ω) − ε1(ω)
2
, (1)
where c is the velocity of light. Within the Mott-Wannier
model, the exciton binding energies were calculated following
Eq. 2
Eexb =
mee
4
2(4piε0)2~2
m∗r
me
1
ε2s
≈ 13.56m
∗
r
me
1
ε2s
(eV), (2)
where m∗r is the reduced effective mass evaluated by 1/m
∗
r =
1/m∗e + 1/m
∗
h
with the effective masses of electron m∗e and hole
m∗
h
, and εs is the static dielectric constant, respectively.
To determine band gaps of RbPbI3 and CsPbI3 more pre-
cisely, we performed self-consistent GW calculations with a
consideration of SOC effect, i.e., GW+SOC calculations, using
the VASP code [55]. For these calculations, we used the cut-
off energy of 500 eV for plane-wave basis set, k-point mesh of
(4×4×4), and projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials, of
which valence electronic configurations are Cs-5s25p66s1, Rb-
4s24p65s1, I-5s25p5, and Pb-6s26p2. For the calculations of re-
sponse function, smaller cutoff energy of 250 eV was used, to-
gether with the 80 Kohn-Sham (KS) states, where the first 34 of
them were fully occupied and determined in the self-consistent
field (SCF) calculations.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Assessment of exchange-correlation functional
It is known that for inorganic compounds the exchange-
correlation functionals within the local density approximation
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Figure 1: (a) Polyhedral view of inorganic perovskite solid-solution Rb1 − xCsxPbI3, and (b) their lattice constants as a function of Cs content x. The fourth
polynomial fitting as well as linear fitting and experimental value for CsPbI3 [52] are shown.
(LDA) overestimate a binding between atoms and underesti-
mate a band gap by half of experimental value, whereas those
within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) improve
the accuracy with slight underestimations of both binding and
band gap. For example, Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) func-
tional [56], typical GGA functional, gave the lattice constant of
α-CsPbI3 as 6.39 Å versus 6.29 Å in experiment [52] (relative
error 1.6%) and its band gap as 0.60 eV versus 1.73 eV in ex-
periment [40]. It should be noted that, for the organic-inorganic
hybrid halide perovskite MAPbI3, PBE functional can almost
exactly reproduce the experimental band gap due to the fortu-
itous error cancellation between the underestimation by PBE
and overestimation by ignoring SOC effect [57], and the addi-
tion of vdW dispersion terms also slightly improves both the
lattice constant and band gap [54, 49, 50]. Here, we tested the
reliability of PBE, PBE revised version for solid (PBEsol) [58],
and PBE augmented by vdW interaction (PBE+vdW) [59] with
lattice constant and band gap.
Table 1 shows the calculated lattice constants and band gaps
of α-CsPbI3 and α-RbPbI3 with the available experimental val-
ues and previously calculated values for comparison. The lat-
tice constants were determined by the procedure described in
the Method section 2, i.e., by varying unit cell volumes evenly
from 0.9V0 to 1.1V0 with the pre-determined equilibrium vol-
ume V0, calculating their total energies versus volume, and fit-
ting the obtained E − V data into the Birch-Murnaghan equa-
tion of states [51]. It is found from Table 1 that for CsPbI3,
PBE overestimates the experimental lattice constant with a rel-
ative error of 1.3% and PBEsol underestimates with −0.8% in
accordance with the previous calculations [16, 40], whereas
PBE+vdW gives the closest value with a slight overestima-
tion of 0.5%. This indicates that the addition of vdW inter-
action terms still improves the accuracy of calculations for all-
inorganic halide perovskites as pointed out by Brgoch et al [40].
It should be noted that for α-RbPbI3 experimental value is not
available and in Ref. [40] they strangely presented the same
value to α-CsPbI3, while in our calculation its lattice constant
was calculated to be smaller by 0.06−0.09 Å than CsPbI3 with
a rational soundness due to the smaller ionic radius of Rb+ than
Cs+.
Many of previous DFT investigations [60, 57] has verified
an important role of relativistic effect from the heavy metallic
elements in the hybrid halide perovskites, which can be con-
sidered by scalar relativistic effect approximately or by SOC
effect in higher level. In order to check the importance of incor-
porating relativistic effects in the case of inorganic halide per-
ovskites, we calculated electronic band structures with or with-
out SOC contribution as shown in Fig. 2(a). Table 1 presents
only band gaps calculated without SOC effects. Interestingly,
for α-CsPbI3, the calculated band gaps without SOC effects
were in reasonable agreement with the experimental value of
1.73 eV [20] with slight underestimations of 0.25 eV (PBE),
0.38 eV (PBEsol) and 0.23 eV (PBE+vdW), again indicating
the best agreement by the PBE+vdW functional. When in-
cluding the SOC contribution, the deviation of band gap from
the experimental value became 1.20 eV, which is comparable
Table 1: Lattice constant (a) and band gap (Eg) of inorganic perovskites CsPbI3
and RbPbI3, calculated using different exchange-correlation functionals. Ex-
perimental and previously calculated values are listed.
This work Previous work
PBE PBEsol PBE+vdW Exp. Calc.
CsPbI3 a (Å) 6.37 6.24 6.32 6.29
a 6.26c
6.39d
6.18e
Eg (eV) 1.48 1.35 1.50 1.73b 0.51c
0.60d
1.30e
RbPbI3 a (Å) 6.31 6.18 6.23 - 6.39
d
Eg (eV) 1.45 1.26 1.40 - 0.73d
a Ref. [52], b Ref. [20]
c PBEsol for lattice constant and HSE06+SOC for band gap [16]
d PBE for lattice constant and HSE06+SOC for band gap [40]
e FP-LAPWwith Wu-Cohen GGA functional [41]
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Figure 2: Systematic change in electronic properties of inorganic iodide perovskite solid-solutions Rb1 − xCsxPbI3 as increasing the Cs content x, calculated with
PBE+vdW method. (a) Electronic band structures with (dashed line) or without (solid line) SOC effect, and (b) band gaps as a function of Cs content x, with the
fourth polynomial as well as linear fitting lines. (c) Total and atomic resolved electronic density of states, setting the valence band maximum (VBM) to be zero. The
charge density isosurface around (d) VBM and (e) conduction band minimum of CsPbI3 at the value of 0.05 |e| Å−3.
with those in the case of hybrid halide perovskite. As clearly
shown in Fig. 2(a), this is due to a split of the degenerate, unoc-
cupied Pb+2 p-orbitals and their down-shift by the SOC effect.
Such large deviations over 1 eV were also observed in the pre-
vious computational studies [16, 40], where HSE06+SOC pro-
duced the band gaps of 0.51∼0.60 eV, resulting in the deviations
of 1.22∼1.13 eV. Therefore, it became obvious that GGA or
GGA+vdW for better without SOC effect are likely to describe
the structural and electronic properties of inorganic halide per-
ovskites as well as hybrid ones. It is worth noting that many-
body interaction coupled with SOC effect, i.e., GW+SOC, can
give the most reliable band gaps, as we present later in this
work. Henceforth, we progressed the work with PBE+vdW
without the SOC effect, aiming at finding the variation tendency
of properties of their solid solutions Rb1 − xCsxPbI3 as increas-
ing x.
3.2. Lattice constants and electronic structures
Fig. 1(b) shows the lattice constants of inorganic iodide per-
ovskite solid-solutions Rb1 − xCsxPbI3 with the quadratic and
linear fitting lines. It is shown that as increasing the Cs content
x, the lattice constant increases. Unlike the hybrid mixed halide
perovskite MAPb(I1 − xBrx)3 [49] or MAPb(I1 − xClx)3 [50],
however, the lattice constants slightly deviate from the Veg-
ard’s law, i.e., their increasing tendency does not follow the
linear function of Cs content x. That is why we tried to per-
form the quadratic fitting, resulting in a function of a(x) =
4
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Figure 3: Total and atomic resolved electronic density of states (DOS) of (a) CsPbI3 and (b) RbPbI3, calculated by using GW+SOC method. For a comparison,
TDOS calculated by using the PBE+vdW functional is also shown. Insets present the shifts of the VBM and CBM explicitly.
6.237 + 0.113x − 0.045x2 (Å). It should be noted that the dif-
ference of lattice constants between RbPbI3 and CsPbI3 is not
large (0.09 Å) compared with the case of mixed halide per-
ovskites (0.3−0.7 Å). Since the deviation is not far from the
linear fitting, we also tried to obtain the linear function as
a(x) = 6.244 + 0.068x (Å).
We show systematic change in electronic band structures of
Rb1 − xCsxPbI3 along the edge line of X−R−X1 in reciprocal
space (see Fig.S1 for the entire bands) as gradually increasing
the Cs content x in Fig. 2(a), where the valence band maximum
(VBM) is set to be zero. It was found that for all Cs contents,
the PBE+vdW functional without SOC contribution yields the
valence bands (VBs; blue solid lines) almost coincident with
those by incorporating SOC effect (blue dashed lines), while the
conduction bands (CBs) degenerated at R point (red solid lines)
compared with those splitted and down-shifted by SOC effect
(red dashed lines). This resulted in the decrease of band gaps as
much as ∼1.2 eV when including the SOC effect. It should be
noted that the band gaps are characterised by a direct mode at
R point of reciprocal space, being similar to the hybrid halide
perovskites. This is one of the best advantages for a good solar
absorber, since the charge carriers such as electron and hole
could be directly generated by absorption of photons without
any energy loss by interacting with phonons.
Like lattice constants, the band gap Eg also increases go-
ing from RbPbI3 to CsPbI3 as shown in Fig. 2(b). Actually,
when replacing the Cs+ cation in α-APbI3 by the Rb
+ cation
with the smaller ionic radius, the interaction between Pb and
I atoms within PbI6 octahedra can be enhanced, resulting in
the contraction of crystalline lattice and accordingly increase
of band gap. It was known that the variation tendency of band
gaps as increasing the concentration of composition in the hy-
brid mixed halide perovskites can be described by a quadratic
function [61, 49, 50]. Interestingly, the band gap in the Rb−Cs
inorganic halide perovskites also follows the quadratic function
of Cs content x as Eg(x) = 1.407+0.164x−0.071x2 (eV), which
can be reduced into the following equation,
Eg(x) = Eg(0) + [Eg(1) − Eg(0) − b]x + bx2, (3)
where Eg(0) = 1.407 eV is the band gap of RbPbI3, Eg(1) =
1.500 eV is the band gap of CsPbI3, and b = −0.071 eV is
the bowing parameter, reflecting the fluctuation degree in the
crystal field. The first notable difference from the hybrid mixed
halide perovskites is the sign of the bowing parameter, which is
minus in the case of inorganic mixed alkali iodide perovskites
versus plus in the case of hybrid mixed halide perovskites.
Since the bowing parameter is quite small, compositional dis-
order can be said to be low and miscibility between RbPbI3
and CsPbI3 to be good. Moreover, the decrease of band gap
as increasing the Rb content indicates an improvement of light
absorption property by mixing Cs with Rb.
In order to find out the role of electrons of constituent atoms
in the band structure, the electronic density of states (DOS)
were calculated and presented in Fig. 2(c) (see Fig.S2 for partial
DOS).We see that the upper VBs and lower CBs responsible for
transport of charge carriers (electron and hole) come from the
overlap of I 5p/Pb 6s states and the Pb 6p state, respectively.
This is rational because the Pb+2 cation has a filled 6s state and
an empty 6p state, while the I – anion has a completely filled 5p
state. The 5/6s atomic orbitals of Rb/Cs are found far below and
above from the VBM and conduction band minimum (CBM),
indicating that (Rb1 − xCsx)
+ (x=[0, 1]) cation is electronically
inert [16]. Similar observationswere found on the hybridmixed
halide perovskites [49, 50]. Notably, it was observed that the
VBM is characterised by the I 5p state and the CBM by the Pb
6s state, as shown in Fig. 2(d) and (e) (see Fig.S3 for those of
RbPbI3), whereas in the case of hybrid halide perovskites the
VBM is formed from the overlap of I 5p and Pb 6s states and
the CBM from the Pb 6p state.
As we discussed above, the band gaps were remarkably un-
derestimated by including the SOC effect due to the downshift
of CBM composed of Pb atomic orbitals. This can be cured by
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Figure 4: (a) Photoabsorption coefficients, (b) static dielectric constants and exciton binding energies, and (c) and (d) effective masses of electron and hole in the
inorganic iodide perovskite solid-solutions Rb1 − xCsxPbI3 as increasing the Cs content x from 0 to 1, calculated with PBE+vdW method.
adding the effect of many-body interactions within the GW ap-
proximation. We only treated the pure RbPbI3 and CsPbI3 com-
pounds with the optimized structures by using the PBE+vdW
functional and considering the SOC effect, to see the improve-
ment of band gap calculation with the GW+SOC method. Pro-
vided that the number of valence electrons in the unit cell is 34,
which can be determined from the valence electronic configu-
rations of PAW potentials (see Method section 2) for the con-
stituent atoms, the occupied Kohn-Sham (KS) states of 17 were
considered in this calculation. Fig. 3 shows their DOSs calcu-
lated by GW+SOC method, together with TDOS calculated by
using the PBE+vdW functional for a comparison. It was found
that for CsPbI3 both the DFT VBM and CBM are pushed up by
0.91 and 1.06 eV, respectively, resulting in a totally 0.15 eV up-
shift of the DFT band gap (1.50 eV) and thus the improved band
gap of 1.65 eV with only a deviation of 0.08 eV from the exper-
imental value of 1.73 eV. For the case of RbPbI3, the upshift of
VBM and CBM are 1.05 and 1.12 eV, respectively, which gives
a total upshift of the DFT band gap (1.40 eV) by 0.07 eV.
3.3. Optical properties and charge carrier transport
The photoabsorption coefficient is major optical property that
determines the capability of light absorber for harvesting so-
lar energy. This can be obtained by using Eq. 1 with the cal-
culated macroscopic dielectric constants as a function of fre-
quency. Our previous calculations for the hybrid halide per-
ovskites [50] gave an instruction that the DFPT approach, con-
sidering the effect of atomic displacements, can yield the al-
most identical dielectric constants with those from the Bethe-
Salpeter approach including the excitonic and many-body ef-
fects. In this work, therefore, we performed the DFPT calcula-
tions of the macroscopic dielectric constants with their real and
imaginary parts (see Fig.S4). In Fig. 4(a), we plotted the pho-
toabsorption coefficients as a function of photon energy (fre-
quency) as increasing the Cs content x. For higher Cs contents,
since the band gap gradually increases as discussed above, the
absorption onsets are shifted, at a slow pace, to the ultraviolet
region in solar spectrum, indicating a harshening of photoab-
sorption capability. The maximum photoabsorption coefficients
were found to be slightly lower as ∼17 µm−1 at the position of
∼3.25 eV, compared with those (∼22 µm−1) of the hybrid halide
perovskites [49, 50].
The static dielectric constants were extracted from the fre-
quency dependent macroscopic dielectric functions at the zero
photon energy to be used for the calculation of exciton bind-
ing energy. As shown in Fig. 4(b), they decrease in accor-
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dance with the quadratic function of Cs content x like εs(x) =
4.859−0.304x+0.117x2, being different from the linear function
in the case of the hybrid halide perovskites [50]. We also tried to
fit them into the linear function, yielding εs(x) = 4.841−0.187x.
For pure CsPbI3 (RbPbI3), our calculated value of 4.7 (4.9) is
in reasonable agreement with the previous theoretical value of
5.3 (4.8) calculated with the PBE+SOC approach [40]. On the
other hand, these values are comparable with those of the hy-
brid halide perovskite, e.g., 5.6 of MAPbI3 [50].
In order to see how the charge carriers such as electron and
hole behave after being generated by absorbing photons, we
calculated effective masses of electron (m∗e) and hole (m
∗
h
), and
exciton binding energy, which are useful for a qualitative es-
timation of charge carrier mobility. The effective masses of
electron and hole were calculated around the CBM and VBM
at the R point using the refined energy band structure within
the parabolic approximation. As shown in Fig. 4(c) and (d),
they slightly increase along the linear functions of Cs content
as m∗e(x) = (0.137+0.015x)me and m
∗
h
(x) = (0.192+0.006x)me
respectively, indicating an enhancement of charge carrier mo-
bilities upon the Rb addition to CsPbI3. For pristine CsPbI3, the
calculated values of m∗e = 0.15me and m
∗
h
= 0.20me are compa-
rable with the previous theoretical values of m∗e = 0.22 me and
m∗
h
= 0.19 me with the modified Becke-Johnson approach [42]
and m∗
h
= 0.16 me with the HSE06+SOC approach [16]. More-
over, these are slightly lower compared with those of MAPbI3
obtained with the same level of theory [50] (m∗e = 0.20 me
and m∗
h
= 0.23 me), indicating lighter carriers in CsPbI3, which
might be very promising for the efficiency of solar cells.
Finally, we considered the exciton binding energies Eb cal-
culated by Eq. 2, using the static dielectric constants and charge
carrier effective masses. Since the exciton binding energy is a
direct estimation for the electrostatic attraction between elec-
tron and hole, its smaller value indicates free-like charge car-
riers. As shown in Fig. 4 (b), they increase according to the
quadratic function of Eb(x) = 0.046 + 0.012x − 0.004x2 (eV)
as increasing the Cs content, due to the decrease of the static
dielectric constants and increase of the charge carrier effective
masses. This again indicates an enhancement of solar cell per-
formance upon the Rb addition to CsPbI3. Furthermore, these
are comparable to MAPbI3 and the inorganic thin-film semicon-
ductors, indicating that the charge carriers in the all-inorganic
alkali iodide perovskite, generated by photoabsorption, can be-
have as if they are free.
4. Conclusions
Using the virtual crystal approximation method, we have
systematically investigated the electronic and optical proper-
ties of the inorganic alkali iodide perovskite solid-solutions
Rb1 − xCsxPbI3. Through the assessment of exchange-
correlation functional, the PBE+vdW approach was selected
to be the most reliable for both lattice constant and band gap.
When increasing the Cs content x from 0.0 to 1.0, the lattice
constants and band gaps increase following the quadratic func-
tions of a(x) = 6.237+0.113x−0.045x2 (Å) and Eg(x) = 1.407+
0.164x − 0.071x2 eV, respectively, indicating a red-shift of ab-
sorption onset in RbPbI3 compared to CsPbI3. It was found
that the upper VBs and lower CBs come from the overlap of I
5p/Pb 6s states and the Pb 6p states. The GW+SOC approach
was confirmed to improve the band gap calculation giving the
band gap of 1.65 eV for CsPbI3 in good agreement with the
experimental value of 1.73 eV, though the PBE+SOC approach
gave the worst value. The photoabsorption coefficients were ob-
tained using the real and imaginary parts of macroscopic dielec-
tric functions calculated by the DFPT method. As increasing
the Cs content, the static dielectric constants decrease follow-
ing the quadratic function of εs(x) = 4.859− 0.304x+ 0.117x2,
and accordingly, the exciton binding energies increase accord-
ing to the quadratic function of Eb(x) = 0.046+0.012x−0.004x2
(eV). Together with the linear decreases of electron and hole ef-
fective masses, these indicate a possible enhancement of solar
cell performance upon the Rb addition to CsPbI3.
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